Checklist for Manuscript Submission

Please check the items below before submitting a manuscript.

General guideline
☐ Authors must submit manuscripts electronically to the JPE on-line review system (http://manuscript.jpels.org).

☐ Authors must carefully read the Korean Institute of Power Electronics Code of Ethics for Research (http://manuscript.jpels.org/LTKPSWeb/sp/research.html) before submission.

☐ Manuscript should be typed using MS-Word and be less than 10Mb in size.

☐ Size of the manuscript should be 21cm X 27.8cm.

☐ Formatting: double columns with single spaced 9.5pt fonts.

☐ Include all figures, tables and captions in the body of the text and confirm their size and legibility.

☐ Please do NOT include authors’ names, footnotes, photos, acknowledgements, biographies or any information which could be used to identify authors in the manuscript itself.

☐ 8 pages is the preferred length for JPE manuscripts.

Title, Abstract and Keywords
☐ Include the manuscript title, keywords and an abstract of not more than 200 words on the first page.

Main text
☐ The section headings in the main text should be in the following format.
   I. Primary Heading
      A. Secondary Heading
         1) Tertiary Heading: (Text)

Tables and figures
☐ If a table or figure is too large for a single column, make it span the width of the entire page.

Authors’ Declaration
☐ I understand that previously published works or simultaneous submissions will result in rejection.

☐ I certify that this paper is not currently under consideration or has not been published in any other journal or conference publication.

☐ I understand that page charges will be billed at $30 per page for the publication.

☐ I read and completely understand the Code of Ethics for Research of the Korean Institute of Power Electronics.